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ABSTRACT
Linux file systems serialize threads when writing shared files. Re-
cent studies have attempted to adopt range locks on shared files
to solve this serialization problem, allowing file I/O to be executed
concurrently. However, we have found that even with a range lock,
I/O throughput no longer increases after a certain number of cores
and decreases rapidly on a manycore server. Through extensive
performance profiling, we found the cascading tree lock problem

that serializes concurrent accesses to the file metadata structure. A
mutex lock-based locking mechanism for each file metadata struc-
ture serializes I/O requests in modern Linux file systems such as
F2FS. In this paper, we present nCache, a novel file metadata cache
framework using readers-writer lock that allows concurrent I/O
operations for the shared file. nCache solves the I/O scalability
problem in the manycore server while ensuring consistent updates.
We implemented nCache in F2FS and evaluated it using FxMark
on a 120-core server with high-performance NVMe SSDs. Our ex-
tensive evaluations show that nCache achieves maximum device
throughput in FxMark’s shared file I/O workload. It also shows 4.1x
higher throughput compared to the baseline F2FS with range locks
for realistic workloads.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Manycore servers are equipped with hundreds of CPU cores. The In-
tel Optane DCmemory manycore server has 56 cores with two CPU
sockets on a single server [28], and the IBM manycore server has
120 cores with eight CPU sockets [12, 20]. With a large number of
cores in a single server, a highly parallel application generates mas-
sive parallel I/O to exploit higher storage throughput. For instance,
databases [10, 13, 29, 30], scientific simulations [3, 11, 17, 25, 31],
and machine learning frameworks aggressively utilize massive par-
allelism while generating a vast amount of parallel I/O for user
data, training data, and simulation checkpoints. Parallel I/O from
these applications usually falls into private file I/O or shared file
I/O. In private file I/O, each thread performs I/O on its own private
file. Each thread has exclusive access to that file, so there is little
contention between I/O threads in the file system. Thus, the I/O
throughput of the file system increases as the number of I/O threads
increases. On the other hand, in shared file I/O, multiple threads
share a single file, competing for the file metadata. Threads need
synchronization when accessing the shared file, so I/O throughput
does not increase with the number of I/O threads due to the file
sharing contention between threads in the file system.

When multiple threads write shared files, Linux file systems such
as Ext4 and F2FS [15] serialize thread’s file accesses. To solve this
problem, the file system adopts a range lock, granting access to the
file if a thread accesses a non-overlapping range of the file [12, 16].
However, we observed that there is a limit to increasing I/O through-
put. To assess the scalability of the range lock in the file system,
we evaluated F2FS with two types of range lock implementations
(interval tree-based range lock [16] and atomic operation-based
range lock [12]) on the IBM 120-core manycore machine using the
shared file write workload in FxMark [20]. Detailed experimental
setups are described in Section 5.1. Figure 1 shows the experiment
results of these two range lock implementations on F2FS. Both types
of range lock implementations (𝐹2𝐹𝑆𝑅𝐿 and 𝐹2𝐹𝑆𝐴𝑇 ) saturate the
maximum device bandwidth at 15 cores. However, the through-
put drops rapidly after 15 cores. Accordingly, the range lock fails

https://doi.org/10.1145/3412841.3441992
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Figure 1: Comparison of default F2FS and two range lock
implementations for F2FS for shared file I/O. In the legend,
AT and RL denote interval tree-based range lock and atomic
operation-based range lock, respectively.

to scale. The same trend in both types of range lock implementa-
tions implies that the scalability bottleneck is not in the range lock
primitive itself.

We further analyzed the CPU cycle consumption of file system
functions using the same workload. Most of the CPU cycles are
consumed for searching the corresponding block address from
the file metadata and waiting for lock acquisition for it. 14.54% of
the total CPU cycles are consumed for accessing file metadata at
15 cores, while the device maximum throughput is saturated. On
the other hand, 51.37% of total CPU cycles are used for accessing
file metadata at 120 cores. From this result, we identified that the
performance drop is due to the lack of concurrency in the file
metadata structure.

Writing a file in a file system consists of (i) accessing filemetadata
and (ii) writing file data. The range lock enables concurrent file data
I/O on the shared file but does not help parallelize file metadata
accesses. That is, accessing file metadata is still serialized. We reveal
that the serialization problem in the file metadata access is the main
cause of the bottleneck for I/O scalability in file system using the
range lock for shared file I/O workloads. Since the file metadata
structure is fundamentally a tree, most file systems use the mutex
lock on file metadata structures to prevent inconsistent updates.
To solve this, we employ readers-writer lock (RW lock) to achieve
concurrent file metadata access. Thus, in this paper, we propose
nCache, a novel file metadata cache framework for concurrent file
metadata access using RW lock. Our work makes the following
specific contributions:
• Cascading Tree Lock Problem:We identified a cascading tree
lock problem of file metadata. In Linux file systems, when mul-
tiple threads access the same file metadata, every node of the
file metadata is protected using the inode mutex lock, and they
are all serialized. This problem is called the cascading tree lock
problem. In addition, we described the bottleneck that occurs
when accessing file metadata in F2FS as an example of updating
the Node Tree in F2FS.

• nCache Framework: We aimed to design a concurrent file
metadata structure where multiple threads access the file meta-
data concurrently and update it consistently. For this, we pro-
posed nCache, which employs readers-writer lock (RW lock)
on the file metadata (every node in Node Tree). nCache allows
concurrent access to the shared file by threads. We have also iden-
tified possible inconsistent update scenarios when updating file
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Figure 2: On-disk data structure of the F2FS file system and
inode structure in the page cache.

metadata. For consistent file metadata updates, nCache adopts
double-checked locking [19, 22, 23].

• Implementation and Evaluation: For evaluation, we imple-
mented nCache for various versions of F2FS with a range lock
in Linux kernel version 4.1.4. As a representative result, F2FS,
which implements atomic range lock and nCache (denoted as
F2FSAT+NC), saturated all available write and read bandwidths of
the Intel Optane SSD 900P device in DWOM and DRBM work-
loads, which are shared file I/O workloads (write and read work-
loads respectively) of the FxMark benchmark [20]. We also ran
experiments using HACC-IO [26], which is an I/O benchmark
for HACC [6] and a representative parallel shared file I/O work-
load in HPC. The results show that F2FSAT+NC offers scalable
throughput as the number of cores increases on the manycore
server.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe the on-disk data structure of F2FS,
the inode structure of the page cache (Node Tree), Node Address
Translation (NAT) of F2FS, and range lock.

2.1 F2FS File System
F2FS [15] is a log-structured file system optimized for a solid-state
drive (SSD). F2FS has two types of logs which are Node Log andData
Log. In F2FS, file metadata such as inode, direct node, and indirect
node are called Node. The inode maintains file-specific metadata
such as the latest access time and a set of logical block addresses.
When the inode cannot hold the entire set of block addresses in
a fixed-size block because the file is big, the inode utilizes direct
node and indirect node. The indirect node stores block addresses
of direct nodes, and the direct node stores block addresses of file
data. The inode can address huge files by storing direct and indirect
nodes and searching the block addresses of the file data following
a chain of indirect and direct nodes.

Nodes are appended at the end of the Node Log when they are
updated. Nodes are distinguished by a unique identifier called a
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Figure 3: Example of range lock use with writer threads.

Node ID. The file data is appended to the Data Log and referenced
by Nodes. F2FS uses Node ID to read a Node in the Node Log. That
is, Node ID has to be translated into a block address to access a
Node. To this end, F2FS maintains a mapping table called a Node
Address Table (NAT) in the file system-wide metadata. Figure 2a
shows on-disk structures and Node ID translation via NAT. For
example, consider the case of reading a single data block in the
middle of a file. First of all, F2FS searches the block address of the
inode using its Node ID in NAT ( 1 ). Because the target data block
is under the direct node, not the inode, F2FS takes the Node ID of
the direct node. Then the Node ID of the direct node is translated
by NAT into the block address again ( 2 ). Finally, F2FS retrieves
the block address of the data block from the direct node and then
reads the data ( 3 ).

2.2 Node Tree and NAT
The key difference between F2FS and previous log-structured file
systems comes from the NAT. The indirection using Node ID re-
duces recursive updates of Node in the log-structure file system.
Figure 2b shows the inode structure of a file in the page cache. It is
represented as a tree. For the convenience of explanation, we call
this tree Node Tree. Every Node in Node Tree represents a Node or
Data in F2FS. In other words, the inode is denoted by the root of
Node Tree. Direct or indirect nodes are denoted by internal nodes
of the tree, and data blocks of the file are denoted by leaf nodes.
Let’s consider when a portion of a file is updated ( a ). Since F2FS
is a log-structured file system, all updates will be out-of-place up-
dates. A new leaf node is created and then added to Node Tree,
and ancestor nodes are accordingly required to be updated in an
out-of-place manner. If its block address points nodes as traditional
log-structured file systems, all nodes in the path from the root to the
leaf node will be updated ( b ). However, in F2FS, only the parent
node and its block address in NAT will be updated due to Node ID
indirection ( c ).

2.3 Range Lock
Parallel I/O is one of the core techniques to maximize I/O through-
put. The increase in the number of CPU cores and the parallelism
of storage media has led to single servers generating massively par-
allel I/O workloads. However, Linux file systems such as EXT4 and
F2FS showed poor performance in parallel I/O on a shared file [20].
This is because the current implementation of the file system uses
mutex lock on inode for data consistency and accordingly serializes
I/Os to a shared file.

To enable parallel I/O on a shared file, recent studies [12, 16] have
introduced the range lock instead of the mutex lock on an inode.
The range lock provides exclusive or shared access to a specific
range of a file. In other words, a thread is only blocked when there
is another thread guaranteed exclusive access to an overlapping file
range. Figure 3 shows an example of how the range lock works with
parallel I/O to a shared file. Consider three threads, 𝑇1, 𝑇2, and 𝑇3,
writing a shared file in order. With inode mutex, all three threads
will be serialized. On the other hand, the range lock allows parallel
I/O from threads with non-overlapping ranges in the file as follows.

(1) 𝑇1 starts writing its file range. Because no other threads
are performing I/O, it is guaranteed that there is no range
overlapping. At this moment, 𝑇1 acquires a lock on its file
range.

(2) 𝑇2 first checks whether there is any range overlapping with
its file range. There is a range that 𝑇1 is writing, but it does
not overlap with the file range 𝑇2 is writing. Therefore 𝑇2
can perform I/O and acquire a lock on its file range.

(3) 𝑇3 also checks whether there is any overlapping range. How-
ever, unlike the case of 𝑇1 or 𝑇2, 𝑇2 is performing I/O on a
file range overlapping𝑇3’s range. Thus,𝑇3 is blocked until𝑇2
completes its I/O and releases the lock on that range. Once𝑇3
makes sure that there is no overlapping range, it will perform
the I/O by acquiring a lock on its file range.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we describe the motivation for our work using the
interference problem that occurs when multiple threads perform
shared file I/O in F2FS, and define the cascading tree lock problem
of Node Tree.

3.1 Lack of Concurrency on File Metadata
To illustrate the concurrency problem in accessing file metadata,
we classified how a single I/O request is handled in F2FS into four
phases.
(1) Phase 1: The first step is I/O Initialization. In this phase, the

I/O request is passed to the kernel and sanitized. The first phase
includes the initialization of the file system-specific data struc-
tures.

(2) Phase 2: The second phase is Block Address Mapping. The file
system determines a set of block addresses for the I/O request by
traversing the file metadata. Specifically, F2FS traverses Nodes
via NAT translation as described in Section 2 with Figure 2b.

(3) Phase 3: The third phase is Device I/O. The actual I/O to the
device occurs in this phase. Since we target a fast NVMe SSD
(Solid State Drive), this phase is processed mostly in parallel
due to the device’s internal parallelism.

(4) Phase 4: The fourth phase is Wrap-up. After Device I/O is
finished, the file system checks whether Device I/O succeeded.
It also frees the file system-specific data structure and sets
appropriate flags for related kernel data structures such as page
cache. Lastly, the completion of the I/O request is handed over
to the caller.
Figure 4 shows a pipeline view of file I/O operations with dif-

ferent F2FS implementations. Figure 4a and 4b illustrate how con-
current I/O requests are processed in baseline F2FS and F2FS with
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Figure 4: Pipeline view of parallel writes by multiple threads on a shared file.

range lock. In this scenario, there are three CPU cores, and one
thread is running on each core. Each thread issues an I/O request
to a shared file simultaneously, but none of the three I/O requests
have overlapping ranges in the file. In the baseline F2FS (Figure 4a),
all three I/O requests are serialized because of the per-file mutex
lock in F2FS. Since the per-file mutex lock binds four phases into
a single critical section, none of the phases can be pipelined with
other threads.

On the other hand, F2FS with the range lock (Figure 4b) can
pipeline some I/O phases such as I/O initialization, device I/O, and
wrap-up phases because the range lock allows processing I/Os
to non-overlapping ranges simultaneously. However, I/O requests
are serialized again in the second phase (Block Address Mapping

phase). Therefore, only limited parallelism can be exploited from
the storage device. We have found that F2FS serializes the second
phase due to the tree nature of the file metadata (Node Tree) in the
page cache framework. We will elaborate on this in the following
section.

3.2 Cascading Tree Lock in Node Tree
When F2FS performs Block AddressMapping (Phase 2 in Section 3.1),
it traverses Node Tree in a top-down manner to retrieve correspond-
ing block addresses. While traversing the tree, F2FS holds two
consecutive mutex locks until the end of the current traversal. In
other words, whenever F2FS advances in Node Tree towards the leaf
node, it has to acquire a mutex lock on the next child node before
releasing the mutex lock of the current node. This is called the
cascading tree lock problem, which causes severe lock contention
when there are a large number of cores accessing Node Tree at the
same time. Because every node (such as inode, direct and indirect
nodes) in the tree requires a mutex lock to go down through that
node, all threads get serialized at any node of the tree. The most
trivial case of lock contention caused by cascading tree lock occurs
at the root of Node Tree. Consider three I/O threads trying to per-
form Block Address Mapping. In this case, all of the threads have to
acquire a mutex lock of the root node. Consequently, threads are
serialized at the start of the Block Address Mapping phase. What
makes the situation worse is that threads will compete again for
the next mutex lock when they advance to the same child node.

Figure 4c shows a perfect pipeline view of parallel writes by
three threads in the proposed nCache framework. They can access
Block Address Mapping phase concurrently. The detailed design and
implementation of nCache are described in the next section.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
To solve lock contention in Block Address Mapping phase, we intro-
duce nCache. Specifically, nCache employs readers-write lock (RW
lock) for every node in Node Tree. The serialization in traversing
Node Tree originated from the mutex lock in each node in the
tree. With RW lock, nCache allows concurrent access in Node Tree

and fully exploits the internal parallelism of the high-performance
NVMe SSD device by performing all four steps of I/O requests in
parallel. Next, we provide a design overview of nCache followed by
a step-wise description of the nCache algorithm (Section 4.1 and
4.2). Furthermore, we identify and present the possible scenarios of
inconsistent updates and discuss the consistent update method of
nCache via double-checked locking (Section 4.3).

4.1 nCache Overview
Due to the cascading tree lock problem, Block Address Mapping phase
is serialized at the traversal of Node Tree. To solve this problem,
nCache uses RW lock for each node in the tree instead of mutex
lock. Unlike baseline F2FS, nCache acquires the reader lock first
for every advance in Node Tree traversal. Then, whenever a node
in the tree needs to be updated, or a new node needs to be added,
nCache releases the reader lock and reacquires the writer lock for
the update.

T₁ T₂ T₃
a

b c

d

Reader Lock

Writer Lock

Figure 5: nCache inode structure.

Figure 5 shows an example of how multiple threads concurrently
access in nCache. There are three threads accessing Node Tree. 𝑇1
and 𝑇2 want to retrieve block addresses of their own data blocks.
In the meantime, 𝑇3 wants to write at the end of the file. 𝑇1, 𝑇2, and
𝑇3 share the root of the tree in their traversal. The three threads
can read the root node concurrently because nCache always starts
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by acquiring the reader lock ( a ). 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 share the child node
again. However, both threads can read it without blocking since
they are not modifying the node ( b ). Lastly, 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 retrieve
corresponding block addresses and continue to the Device I/O phase.
In the case of 𝑇3, it starts with the reader lock at the child node
of the root ( c ). Since 𝑇3 wants to write at the end of the file, new
nodes need to be added to Node Tree ( d ). Therefore, 𝑇3 releases
the reader lock and reacquires the writer lock on the current node.
After 𝑇3 is guaranteed exclusive accesses, new nodes are added
into the tree. 𝑇3 releases the writer lock as soon as the update is
completed to minimize the blocking time of other threads. Finally,
𝑇3 moves on to Device I/O phase.

With the range lock, nCache can provide finer-grained syn-
chronization to perform Block Address Mapping phase in parallel.
nCache blocks only when there is an update in Node Tree. In other
words, blocking occurs only when there is a thread entered with
the exclusive range lock. Since the range lock does not allow over-
lapping ranges to have exclusive access at the same time, blocking
between writer locks occurs only when two threads share the last
level of Node Tree except for the leaf node. In the case of blocking
between reader lock and writer lock, blocking can be minimized
since nCache only holds writer lock for a short period for adding
a link to the new nodes in the tree. Figure 4c shows how nCache

processes parallel I/O requests. As Block Address Mapping phase
can be performed in parallel, all four phases are now not serialized
and the parallel I/O is able to fully exploit the parallelism of the
storage device.

4.2 nCache Algorithm
To enable concurrent access to Node Tree while ensuring consistent
updates, we carefully designed the locking algorithm, as shown
in Algorithm 1. The algorithm determines the locking behavior in
Block Address Mapping phase. The nCache algorithm starts with
the Node ID of the root in Node Tree (Line 2). First of all, nCache
acquires the reader lock on the root node (Line 4). Then nCache

repeats the following steps until it reaches the last level of internal
nodes in Node Tree (Line 3 and 5). The first step is to read the Node
and find the next Node ID towards the child node based on the
offset in the I/O request. After that, it checks whether the next Node
ID exists (Line 6). If the Node ID does not exist and the I/O request
is a write operation, it means that the new node has to be added
to the tree (Line 7-16). Otherwise, nCache releases the reader lock
for the current Node ID and acquires the reader lock for the next
Node ID. Then, nCache repeats the loop by setting the next Node
ID as the current Node ID (Line 18-21).

Once nCache notices that Node Tree needs new nodes to be
added, nCache releases the reader lock on the current Node ID
and tries to acquire the writer lock instead (Line 7 and 8). After
acquiring the writer lock, nCache rechecks whether it still needs to
add a new node by searching the next Node ID in the current node
(Line 9). When nCache makes sure that the new node needs to
be added, the new Node ID is issued and connected to the current
node (Line 10-11). After connecting the new Node ID to the current
node, the next Node ID is set to the newly issued Node ID (Line 12).
If another competing thread has already added a new Node ID,
nCache simply uses it for the next Node ID (Line 14). In the end,

Algorithm 1: nCache Step-wise Algorithmic Flow
1 Algorithm nCache():

Data: CurrentNodeID; NextNodeID
2 let CurrentNodeID be the Node ID of the root node in

Node Tree;
3 letMaxLevel be the Maximum Level to retrieve the

block address;
4 acquire read lock(CurrentNodeID);
5 while CurrentNodeID.level() <= MaxLevel do
6 if GetChildNodeIDByOffset(Node, Offset) == NULL

and I/O is write then
7 release read lock(CurrentNodeID);
8 acquire write lock(CurrentNodeID);
9 if GetChildNodeIDByOffset(Node, Offset) ==

NULL then
10 Get New Node ID;
11 Record New Node ID to CurrentNodeID;
12 NextNodeID = New Node ID;
13 else
14 NextNodeID =

GetChildNodeIDByOffset(Node, Offset);
15 release write lock(CurrentNodeID);
16 acquire read lock(CurrentNodeID);
17 else
18 NextNodeID = GetChildNodeIDByOffset(Node,

Offset);
19 acquire read lock(NextNodeID);
20 release read lock(CurrentNodeID);
21 CurrentNodeID = NextNodeID;

22 Function GetChildNodeIDByOffset(𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 , 𝑂𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡):
23 if NodeID is exists at Offset in Node then
24 return NodeID;
25 else
26 return NULL;

the writer lock on the current Node ID will be turned back to the
reader lock anywise (Line 15 and 16).

The reader lock is acquired for the next child node to continue
Node Tree traversal, and the reader lock on the current node is
released (Line 19 and 20). Finally, nCache moves on to the next
child node and repeats the loop from the first step (Line 21).

4.3 Consistency in Node Tree
When an I/O thread wants to add a new node to Node Tree, the
thread must acquire the writer lock on the current node after releas-
ing the reader lock. However, reacquiring the writer lock might lead
Node Tree to an inconsistent state. Figure 6a illustrates a possible
scenario of an inconsistent update. Consider two threads 𝑇1 and 𝑇2
writing a new data block in disjoint ranges ( 1 ). At first, the two
threads acquire the reader lock on the root node and check the Node
ID of the child node. Due to the reader lock, both of the threads
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Figure 6: Consistent update with the Double-Checked Lock in the nCache.

notice that there is no child node to advance and then decide to
add a new node simultaneously. Thread 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 now compete to
get the writer lock for the current node. Let’s assume 𝑇1 gets the
lock first in this example ( 2 ). 𝑇1 creates a new node (Node 6) and
continues traversing the tree. After 𝑇1 releases the write lock, 𝑇2
gets the write lock. 𝑇2 creates a new node (Node 7) and overwrites
the link to a node 𝑇1 created ( 3 ). As a result, Node 6 becomes
unreachable, and the tree falls into an inconsistent state ( 4 ).

To provide consistent updates under the scenario mentioned
above, nCache applies double-checked locking [19, 22, 23] in Node

Tree traversal. Double-checked locking tests the lock condition first
and acquires the lock if the condition is satisfied. After that, the
lock condition is tested one more time whether the condition is
still valid or not. By checking the condition twice before and after
lock acquisition, nCache can avoid inconsistent updates. Figure 6b
shows nCache with double-checked locking. As an example of an
inconsistent scenario, consider two threads writing the file ( 1 ).
When 𝑇1 acquires the writer lock, it checks the existence of the
child node again, and it creates a new node because the condition
is valid ( 2 ). In 𝑇2’s turn, it also tests the condition once more.
However, unlike in the inconsistent scenario, 𝑇2 notices the child
node 𝑇1 already created and releases the write lock ( 3 ). Finally,
𝑇2 safely traverses through Node 6 without making the Node Tree
inconsistent ( 3 ).

5 EVALUATION
This section describes the experimental setup and analyzes the
results of scalability experiments in F2FS with nCache.

5.1 Evaluation Setup
We performed all experiments on an eight-socket, 120-core (Intel
Xeon E7-8870 v2 [7]) manycore server equipped with 740 GB of

memory and three kinds of NVMe SSDs; Samsung 970 EVO [21],
Intel SSD 750 [9], and Intel Optane 900P [8]. The detailed SSD
characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Implementation: We implemented nCache in F2FS in Linux
kernel version 4.14. For range lock implementation, we used both
an interval tree-based range lock [16] and an atomic operation-
based range lock [12]. According to the design of the range lock,
the atomic operation-based range lock had less lock contention
than the interval tree-based design. For evaluations, we compared
the following implementations:

• F2FS: Baseline F2FS.
• F2FSRL: F2FS with interval tree-based range lock.
• F2FSAT: F2FS with atomic operation-based range lock.
• F2FSRL+NC: F2FSRL with nCache.
• F2FSAT+NC: F2FSAT with nCache.

Workloads: We evaluated nCache using both synthetic and re-
alistic workloads. For synthetic workloads, we used the FxMark [20]
file system scalability benchmark. Among various workloads in
FxMark, we selected DWOM and DRBM workloads to evaluate
the benefits of nCache for parallel shared I/O workloads. Both
workloads simulate a shared file I/O scenario. In the DWOM work-
load, each thread bound to a physical core writes 4 KB of data to
a private region on a shared file. Since every private region does
not overlap, it mimics the ideal parallel shared file write case. The
DRBM workload works the same as the DWOM workload, but it
reads 4 KB of data from the private region. In FxMark, each private

Table 1: Performance characteristics of various SSDs.

SSD IOPS Memory Type
Samsung 970 EVO [21] 200K 350K NAND Flash Memory

Intel SSD 750 [9] 430K 230K NAND Flash Memory
Intel Optane 900P [8] 550K 550K Optane Memory
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Figure 7: DWOM results for DirectIO.

region is 8 MB, which means each thread issues I/O requests to the
file with 8 MB strides. We measured I/O throughput by varying
numbers of cores using both DirectIO and BufferedIO modes.

For realistic workloads, we used HACC-IO [26], which is an I/O
benchmark for HACC [6]. HACC is a large cosmological simula-
tion framework in the HPC environment. HACC-IO emulates the
checkpoint phase of HACC. In HACC-IO, each MPI process writes
simulation data to a different partition of a shared checkpoint file
at the same time. We modified HACC-IO to use DirectIO mode to
show how much nCache can saturate the storage device through-
put. Another realistic workload we used is RocksDB [4]. RocksDB
is a key-value store optimized for fast SSD devices and is widely em-
ployed as a storage engine in various databases and object storage
systems [1]. We measured the throughput and latency by varying
the number of cores issuing key-value operations to RocksDB. We
used the readrandomwriterandom workload in db_bench, which is
the benchmark shipped with RocksDB. In this workload, each core
gets and puts random key-value pairs to RocksDB in a ratio of 9:1.
We used RocksDB v6.14.5, and the rest of the tuning parameters of
RocksDB were left as default.

5.2 Synthetic Workload Results
In this section, we evaluate and analyze the performance of Direct
I/O and Buffered I/O for DOWM and DRBM workloads.
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Figure 8: DRBM results for DirectIO. Specifically, both 8 MB
and 4 KB stride sizes of the workloads were evaluated.
5.2.1 Shared File I/OWrite (DWOM) using DirectIO. Figure 7 shows
the results of parallel writes on a shared file using DirectIO. Due
to inode mutex, F2FS does not scale and has the same throughput
regardless of the number of cores in all three SSDs. On the other
hand, all configurations with range locks show some level of scal-
ability. However, the throughput of F2FSRL and F2FSAT collapses
as the number of cores increases after a certain number of cores.
With the range lock, only Samsung 970 EVO showed a device peak
throughput at 15 cores but failed to sustain it (Figure 7a). As wemen-
tioned in the early part of this paper, the maximum performance
and parallelism of the fast NVMe device cannot be exploited solely
by the range lock. F2FSRL+NC and F2FSAT+NC outperform other con-
figurations. Specifically, F2FSAT+NC saturated the maximum device
throughput in all storage devices, and the performance was sus-
tained until 120 cores. Note that F2FSRL+NC had lower throughput
compared to F2FSAT+NC due to the lock contention in the inter-
val tree of F2FSRL+NC. While F2FSAT+NC had the best performance
among configurations in all SSDs, their scalability showed slightly
different trends (F2FSAT+NC in Figure 7a, 7b, and 7c). We claim that
this is because of the device’s internal characteristics. For example,
the peak performance of NAND flash-based devices can vary due
to device-specific parameters such as NAND page size, internal
garbage collection policy, or internal DRAM buffer.

5.2.2 Shared File I/O Read (DRBM) using DirectIO. Figure 8 shows
the results of parallel reads on a shared file using Direct IO mode.
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Figure 9: DWOM results for BufferedIO (Samsung 970 EVO).

Parallel reads are safe to concurrently traverse the Node Tree be-
cause they do not incur updates in Node Tree. However, in the base-
line implementation, parallel reads are serialized at shared nodes in
their Node Tree traversal path due to the cascading tree lock problem,
as mentioned in Section 3.2. On the other hand, nCache allows
concurrent reads traversing the Node Tree simultaneously because
they share some node in the path using RW locks. However, with
the DRBM workload, when I/O requests have an 8 MB stride, the
SSD device throughput is largely degraded. In Figure 8a, 8b, and 8c,
F2FS shows the throughput of the baseline configuration with the
8 MB stride of the workload. Basically, this low device throughput
limits the performance and scalability of the baseline F2FS. With
this workload (8 MB stride), none of the implementations showed
a different trend from baseline performance. Thus, in the figures,
we only show the baseline throughput since all configurations are
bounded by low device performance.

To further explore the manycore scalability, we reduced the
size of the private region to 4 KB (4 KB stride), which is the best
case for the SSD, to identify the maximal throughput that nCache
can sustain. Note that in the legend of Figure 8a, 8b, and 8c, 4 KB
in parentheses means that the stride size is 4 KB. On the other
hand, F2FS without parentheses means that the stride size is 8 KB.
In Figure 8a and 8b, all configurations, including F2FS(4KB), have
better throughput compared to F2FS until 30 cores. However, only
F2FS

AT+NC (4KB)
achieves the maximal throughput of the device

due to better concurrency in the file metadata by nCache. Note
that the interval tree-based and atomic operation-based range lock
designs show performance differences when nCache is applied.
This performance gap between F2FS

RL+NC (4KB)
and F2FS

AT+NC (4KB)

shows that the concurrent access in the file metadata is inevitable
to achieve scalability in the parallel I/O workload.

5.2.3 Shared File I/O Write (DWOM) using BufferedIO. We also
evaluated the performance of nCache for the DWOM workload in
the buffered I/O mode. Since all three SSDs display similar perfor-
mance trends, we present results using only Samsung 970 EVO. In
BufferedIO, F2FS has to acquire inode mutex to perform file write,
the same as with DirectIO. As shown in Figure 9, range lock im-
plementations outperform in the first 21 cores compared to F2FS.
However, all implementations except F2FSAT+NC start to collapse
at two cores, and the throughput of F2FSAT+NC also collapses at
15 cores. After that, only F2FSAT+NC sustains higher throughput
than other implementations. The reason for the poor scalability in
BufferedIO is a bit different from the case of DirectIO. In BufferedIO,
the I/O to the storage device rarely happens because the page cache
holds the user data in memory. Elimination of the I/O latency from
the storage device imposes more contention on the range lock and
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Figure 10: DRBM results for BufferedIO (Samsung 970 EVO).

RW lock in nCache than in the case of DirectIO mode. Additionally,
F2FS has to reserve block addresses for future data flush from the
page cache. This leads to more frequent node creations in Node Tree,
and consequently, free Node IDs are consumed much faster. We ob-
served that performance degradation is because of the serialization
at the management of free Node ID.

5.2.4 Shared File I/O Read (DRBM) using BufferedIO. Figure 10
shows the throughput of parallel reads to a shared file in the Buffere-
dIO mode. In the DRBM workload, all implementations scale lin-
early until 120 cores. This is because read requests get the data by
the page cache hit in most cases. When the up-to-date data is found
in the page cache, the file system does not involve any of Block
Address Mapping or Device I/O phases.

5.3 Realistic Workload Results
In this section, we evaluate and analyze the performance of realis-
tic workloads, including the HPC scientific application (HACC-IO
benchmark) and database application.

5.3.1 Scientific Application. Figure 11 shows the results of HACC-
IO [26] using DirectIO mode. We fixed the size of the checkpoint
as 10 GB and measured throughput by varying the number of MPI
processes. Because of the per-file mutex lock in the file system,
the performance of F2FS does not scale at all. On the other hand,
F2FSRL, F2FSAT, F2FSRL+NC, and F2FSAT+NC showed improvement
in throughput. F2FSRL and F2FSAT exhibited similar trends due to
the same reason from the DWOM workload evaluation results us-
ing DirectIO. F2FSAT+NC had higher throughput compared to other
implementations. Specifically, in Figure 11a (Samsung 970 EVO),
F2FSAT+NC showed 4.1x higher throughput compared to F2FSAT at
120 cores. Nevertheless, F2FSAT+NC had higher performance varia-
tion than F2FSRL, F2FSAT, and F2FSRL+NC. In contrast, in Figure 11b
(Intel 750 SSD) and 11c (Intel Optane 900P), they show little per-
formance variation compared to Samsung 970 EVO. To find out
the reason behind the high deviation of F2FSAT+NC with Samsung
970 EVO, we performed several experiments with different MPI
process mappings. We observed that F2FSAT+NC sustains a peak
throughput of ≈1400 MB/s, as shown in Figure 11a, when we bind
cores from the first socket in order. In a Non-Uniform Memory
Access (NUMA) architecture, both memory latency and bandwidth
are degraded when a CPU accesses memory attached to a remote
socket. We speculate that compared to other SSDs, the internal
device characteristics of the Samsung 970 EVO are more affected
by the characteristics of NUMA.

5.3.2 Database Application. Figure 12 shows the throughput and
latency comparison of RocksDB using Intel Optane SSD 900P for
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Figure 11: Throughput of HACC-IO N-to-1 Checkpoint.

F2FS and F2FSAT+NC. Each core produces 1 million operations with
16 bytes key and 100 bytes value. RocksDB is set to use DirectIO
in file I/O. In Figure 12, F2FSAT+NC shows higher throughput and
lower latency on average compared to F2FS. In Figure 12a, the
performance gain in F2FSAT+NC compared to F2FS is mainly due
to the improvement of file system lock contention by nCache.
However, F2FSAT+NC fails to scale throughput with respect to the
increased number of cores. This is because nCache has reduced the
file system bottleneck as much as possible, but it is assumed that
there is still a bottleneck in the DB application. Figure 12b shows a
similar observation. The latency improvement of F2FSAT+NC over
F2FS becomes more considerable for a large number of cores, but
F2FSAT+NC fails to scale the latency due to the same reason from
the throughput comparison.

6 RELATEDWORK
There have been several studies on improving I/O performance
by optimizing lock in HPC and distributed computing systems. In
particular, a range lock allows multiple writes mutually to avoid
serialization and reduce wait and delay in parallel I/O scenarios
[2, 18]. Ching et al. [2] proposed a distributed lock manager for a
file system with a byte-range locking scheme to optimize multiple
write operations while ensuring consistency and atomicity for non-
overlapped accesses to a shared file. Lin et al. [18] integrated a
byte-range locking scheme into a cloud controller that manages
concurrent accesses to non-overlapped regions of a shared file in
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Figure 12: Performance Evaluation usingRocksDB (Intel Op-
tane 900P).
a distributed system. Both studies offer parallel I/Os of multiple
threads simultaneously that access a shared file by using the range
lock scheme while maintaining consistency. The parallel distributed
file systems used in HPC such as Lustre [24] and Gluster [5] are
implemented using range locks to improve parallel I/Os speed while
preserving consistency and atomicity.

Recently, there has been an attempt to apply a range lock to
the Linux native file system [12, 16]. In particular, Kim et al. [12]
proposed an atomic operation-based range lock to minimize the
overhead of implementing an interval tree-based range lock and
applied it to a non-volatile memory-based file system (NOVA [27]).
Also, inspired by an atomic operation-based range lock [12], Kogan
et al. [14] proposed a scalable range lock that can be applied to
general kernel memory structures. In this study, we found that
there is a limit to increasing scalability in the Linux native file
system by applying a range lock. Specifically, a range lock allows
multiple threads to perform file data I/O in parallel when accessing
a single shared file, but we claim that scalability is limited due to a
bottleneck in the file metadata structure, not file data I/O.

7 CONCLUSION
Linux file systems have a scalability bottleneck when multiple
threads perform I/O on a shared file. File I/O consists of file data
I/O and file metadata I/O. File data I/O concurrency is provided by
applying a range lock to the file system. However, even a file system
employing a range lock fails to provide file metadata I/O concur-
rency. The main cause of the scalability bottleneck is the lack of
concurrency in the file metadata structure. To mitigate this problem,
we designed nCache, a novel file metadata cache framework that ex-
ploits the readers-write lock on a tree of the file metadata structure
to allow concurrent accesses. Specifically, we implemented nCache
in F2FS in Linux kernel version 4.14 and evaluated it with nCache

on a 120-core manycore machine equipped with high-performance
NVMe SSDs. Extensive evaluations showed that nCache saturates
the maximum available I/O bandwidth of high-performance SSD
devices while mitigating the file metadata structure bottleneck of
F2FS. Moreover, from our investigation of various Linux file system
architectures, we expect that nCache can be easily employed in
other file systems due to the similarity of the inode structure.
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